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Introduction
A new ransomware is targeting netizens and enterprises, in particular Italian
users. Like a classic ransomware, it encrypts all user files without change the
file extension and creates some documents containing the instructions to pay
the ransom. Moreover, it launches a popup window that shows the ransom
note.

Figure 1 - Ransom note

Through threat intelligence and the analysis of the common aspects with
other ransomware, we found that the malware seems to be a new variant of
the Mobef ransomware, a malicious code that spread in Italy in 2016.
The peculiarity of this new malware version is that the is written using a joking
style, as evidenced from the using of the “z” character at the end of many
words. However, it’s interesting to highlight the presence of many words
belonging to the Arabic world, such as “salam”, “bismillah”, “mutaween”,
which suggest the malware author is Arabic.
The attack vector of the New Mobef ransomware is still not clear; probably,
the sample arrives to the victim machine through the classic methods, such
as phishing mail or attackers compromise systems conducting RDP brute
force hacking.
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Sample information
File Name:
“aa2c9c02def2815aa24f5616051aa37e4ce002e62f507b3ce15aac191a36e16
2.exe”
MD5
SHA-1
SHA-256
File Size
Icon

a0bd9681d80a7067b4b18dc36566f491
a3a169ceb4142923334d7ce5c3690740e13ab0ed
aa2c9c02def2815aa24f5616051aa37e4ce002e62f507b3ce15aac191a36e162
20.0 KB

Sections
Name
.text

Virtual
address
4096

Virtual
size
19820

Raw size

Entropy

MD5

19968

6.61

7447c912168a1e80643cd6cba8cc7d09

Looking the malware
This ransomware, like the others, encrypts the user’s files and asks for a
ransom. Through our analysis, we notice that the malware was written in
Delphi 4 Language and the Import Address Table is empty. Moreover, we did
not find any relevant string using the classic tools for string retrieving.
These details make the malware not as trivial as seems because it uses
some technique to avoid and obfuscate the analysis. In fact, the function
library names used by the malware are ciphered through a custom algorithm
and the functions are linked using the “Runtime Linking” technique.
Using a debugger, we found the key used to cipher the file with a proprietary
algorithm, the function names and other important strings:

Figure 2 - Key used to encrypt strings and function names
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After decrypting the strings, the malware starts with its actual malicious
behavior. It scans the entire filesystem for some user-space files, in
particular, it encrypts those that have one of the extensions showed in Figure
3. When the malware finds a new file to encrypt, it adds the path of this file in
the “C:\Windows\286490.log” file.

Figure 3 - List of the extensions of the file encrypted by the ransomware.

During its execution, the ransomware creates three files:
• READ.4YOU: it contains the ransom note as shown in the popup
window; it is stored in each folder in which there are encrypted files.
• Bismillah.KEI: it contains the personal key used to identify the victim; it
is stored in each folder in which there are encrypted files.
• 286490.log: it contains the list of the encrypted files and it is stored in
“C:\Windows”.
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The first two files are created in every dyrectory where it finds some files to
encrypt. The file “286490.log”, instead is stored once only in “C:\Windows\”
path.

Figure 4 - Content of the 286490.log file

The kill-switch
We notice that the name of the log file is equal to the field ID in the ransom
note and they are the same for every infection. So, we created manually the
file “C:\Windows\286490.log” and then launched the ransomware: magically,
the malware stopped itself!
So, we can say that the file “C:\Windows\286490.log” is a kill-switch for the
New Mobef malware, as evidenced in the following screen extracted from the
debugger:
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Figure 5 - Kill switch

A curious anomaly
Unlike a classic ransomware, after the encryption phase, the New Mobef
malware tries to contact an external server “mutaween.sa”, to communicate a
series of exfiltered information. They include the ID shown in the ransom
note, the name of the machine and other unknown info. In the following figure
we can see the HTTP request sent by the malware:

Figure 6 - HTTP request

Strangely, the domain “mutaween.sa” doesn’t exist, it isn’t resolved by the
DNS servers. This fact suggests the malware author would introduce other
features in the future after registering the domain.
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Dissecting the malware
A deep analysis of the Mobef ransomware revealed that it implements a
number of functionalities, such as the capability to encrypt files, not only on
the local drive but also on removable drives and network shares.
The following screen shows the code used to check the logical disk’s type,
before to start with the encryption phase:

Figure 7 - Code used to check the type of the drives

Furthermore, in order to make the analysis more difficult, the encryption
phase is done in a specific thread which is invisible to the debugger. The
main thread, before to show the ransom note, waits the encryption thread
using “WaitForMultipleObjects” API call, as shown in the figure:
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Figure 8 - The main thread waits the finish of the encryption phase using WaitForMultipleObjects function
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YARA rule
import "pe"
rule Mobef_Feb18 {
meta:
description = "Yara rule for Mobef_Feb18 ransomware variant"
author = "CSE CybSec Enterprise - Z-Lab"
last_updated = "2018-02-28"
tlp = "white"
category = "informational"
strings:
// Key used by the malware for decrypt the strings
$key = "r$BNiOlqDQ8FkYgckIaBN1az1uB3c4W1Wy"
// Two particular pieces of code used by the ransomware
$a1 = { 83 C1 FF 72 07 8D F1 C8 76 CE AE 67 41 }
$a2 = { B9 05 00 00 00 8D 05 AA 42 40 00 83 C1 FF 72 05 9F E6 C4 37 }
condition:
all of them and
pe.number_of_sections == 1
}
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